Russia (Siberia) Section

Section Vitality

The last Russia (Siberia) Section elections were held in January 2020, the date of the next elections is July 2022. We don’t have the practice of Vice-Chair becoming the next Section Chair.

We strictly provide preferential conditions for IEEE members to participate in the Section events. We conduct full-fledged public relations events at universities to attract new members. The Russia (Siberia) Section was awarded the “Outstanding Section Membership Recruitment and Retention Performance Award” award for four consecutive years.

Students

Student meeting at Novosibirsk State Technical University for celebration of the IEEE Day 2020. Special lecture of the STB Chair about the structure of IEEE and opportunities it offers for student members and young professionals. Co-organizers: STB18971, SBC1897B, YP80089.

Affinity Groups

1. YPAG Activities Presentation at celebration of IEEE day 2020 in Yekaterinburg and Novosibirsk.
   2. Young Professional Involvement (YPI) Competition for Russia (Siberia) Section Conferences.

Chapters


Industry

Our flagship conferences 2021 IEEE 22nd International Conference of Young Professionals in Electron Devices and Materials (EDM) and 2021 IEEE Ural Symposium on Biomedical Engineering, Radioelectronics and Information Technology (USBEREIT) are working with industry sponsors has helped reduce event costs and can be a best practice.

Activities since the last report

Young Professional Involvement (YPI) Competition for Russia (Siberia) Section Conferences.

Planned activities

Highlight some of the future activities and initiatives in Russia (Siberia) Section:

1. 2021 IEEE Ural Symposium on Biomedical Engineering, Radioelectronics and Information Technology (USBEREIT)
2. 2021 IEEE Ural-Siberian Conference on Computational Technologies in Cognitive Science, Genomics and Biomedicine (CSGB)
4. 2021 Ural-Siberian Smart Energy Conference (USSEC)
5. 2021 International Conference on Industrial Engineering, Applications and Manufacturing (ICIEAM)
6. 2021 International Russian Automation Conference (RusAutoCon)
8. 2021 16th International Asian School-Seminar Optimization Problems of Complex Systems (OPCS)
9. 2021 Dynamics of Systems, Mechanisms and Machines (Dynamics)
10. 2021 International Siberian Conference on Control and Communications (SIBCON)
11. 2nd Seminar on Control of Power Electronic Systems

How Region 8 can be of help to your Section, members, and activities

Region 8 can be of help with funding the Young Professionals Involvement (YPI) Competition organized by Russia (Siberia) Young Professionals Affinity Group.

Any other issues of interest

We created the agreement (https://ieeesiberia.org/agreement/), which contains the rules for conferences in the Russia (Siberia) Section. These rules are based on the IEEE PSPB Operations Manual and are aligned with the IEEE Meetings, Conferences & Events (MCE). This agreement must be signed by all Conference Chairs of conferences organized by all Organizational Units (OUs) in the Russia (Siberia) Section.